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Recent graduate with excellent writing and communication ability. Creative and 
adept at developing innovative design concepts. Brings knowledge from 
coursework in digital arts and media marketing. Searching for meaningful full-time
work, especially a long-term position.

MAY 2010 – JUNE 2012
DELI WORKER/CUSTOMER SERVICE - ABC CORPORATION

 Prep of hot &amp; cold foods, cook, commercial dishwasher, &amp; stocked 
freezer and restocked produce, stocked Styrofoam, utensils.

 Cleaned meat and cheese slicers and other commercial cooking equipment.
 Tasks Serve customers in eating places that specialize in fast service and 

inexpensive carry-out food.
 See more occupations related to this task.
 Accept payment from customers, and make change as necessary.
 See more occupations related to this task.
 Request and record customer orders, and compute bills using cash registers, 

multi counting machines, or pencil and paper.

2009 – 2010
DELI WORKER - THOMPSONS COUNTY MARKET

 When I go into work I would look at the daytime list to see if anything that the 
day shift employees were supposed to didnt get done.

 After that I would look at the hot case where we keep our warm food to see if 
anything needs filling.

 Then I go to the cooler case where we keep our meets and salads and see if 
anything needed filling.

 After that I would start on the duties list.
 I always go in whenever I get called in I would go in if I was available.
 Work very hard to get everything on the duties list done.
 Skills Used The skills I demonstrated were to do what I needed to do without 

being told to..

EDUCATION

Degree
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SKILLS

Adobe Dreamweaver, InDesign, Illustrator, and Photoshop Microsoft Office MLA/APA 
Comfortable with both PC and Mac machines Phone Etiquette.
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